Music 380, 381
Guitar Lessons Elective/Required

Mark Antonich, Adjunct Professor of Guitar
Room 10, Music Building                  Phone 412-999-4659
Office hours-By appointment

Attendance is a requirement. In the event of an absence, the instructor must be given a 24 hour notice prior to the lesson.

Attendance, preparation and practice are the grading criteria.

Student must have their own instrument so that they can practice every day.

Book requirement for guitar majors is:

    Berklee Guitar Method, Book 1 and Book 2. Published by Berklee Press, Boston, MA.

Book requirement for non-majors is:

    Classroom Guitar Method, Book 1 by Will Schmid. Published by Hal Leonard

All students will study guitar scale systems including The Caged System for Major Scales. Minor scales will be discussed including minor pentatonic scales.

All students will study chord systems including The Open String System and the Bar Chord System.

All students will learn repertoire from Jazz, Classical, Rock, and Popular music. The teacher will designate the genre to the interests of the students.